The relative photodetachment cross section for decay into the H(N =2) channel by the 'P' shape reso- 
I. INTRODUCTION The H shape resonance (SR), lying just above the threshold for production of H(N =2), was [2] and later by Williams and Willis [3] at an angle a' which produces the reaction H(2)+hv'~H(N').
In area 3, the stripping magnet [6] or electron spectrometer [7] produces a field in the H center-of-mass frame which strips the H(N') atoms of their electrons, but has no effect on atoms in lower states. Decay products, protons [6] or electrons [7] [9] and Callaway [10] , however, the cross sections probably differ above about 11 eV, with the 2s cross section falling off faster than the 2p (Fig. 2 ). For that reason, we consider the experimental cross sections and branching ratios below this energy to be more reliable than those above it. For total cross-section calibration, the energy region of the n = 2 Feshbach peak was scanned. In off-line
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where the double arrow indicates that the second step proceeds in an electric field. The stripping magnet also separates the resulting protons from the H and H ions.
In the 1983 experiment H(N=2) was promoted to H(N'=7), which was then field stripped. The signature for an atom left in the N =2 state after the original photodetachment was then the detection of a proton or "H+" in a scintillation counter. For the total crosssection measurement, only the first laser beam was enabled, and neutral atoms were detected. The atoms exited through a thick foil 13 m downstream of the interaction region, and the resulting protons immediately entered our scintillator-photomultiplier-tube counters.
In a recent experiment, H(N =2) was promoted to H(N'= l l) by the second laser beam [7] . Electrons were stripped from H(11) and collected by an electron spec- [9] and variational calculations of Callaway for electron-impact excitation [10] . The 2s profile has been normalized to the 2p cross section at its peak in both cases to emphasize the comparative drop-off in the high-energy region. . Liu et al [12] Hyman et al [14] . Broad & Reinhardt [15] Sadeghpour et al [16] Photon energy (eV) a ove the n =2 threshold. Open circles represent earlier data [6] [14] using Hyleraas bound-state wave functions. This profile has been shifted downward in energy so that the onset of production appears at 10.953 eV. One of the earliest, this calculation predicted the resonance to be much wider than experiment shows.
In Fig. 4 (c) our data are compared with the multichannel J-matrix calculation of Broad and Reinhardt [15] . incorporates an analytic description of electron motion in a dipole field [16] . For this figure we have made no shift in energy. To our knowledge, this prediction of Sadegh- pour, Greene, and Cavagnero derives from the only ab initio calculation for partial and total cross sections to date. The energy and width are in good agreement with experiment.
IV. THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION
In subtracting the background for the total crosssection measurement, we made the assumption that the [6] . Crosses represent more-recent data [7] . [4] . Therefore, in this section we focus only on total cross sections from theories which have made predictions for both the total partial decay channels. These are plotted against our data in Fig. 5 . The cross section was normalized to theory at the peak amplitude in each case. We note that
Hyman, Jacobs, and Burke [14] and Wishart [17] also calculated the total cross section, but we do not display their profiles, as they predicted I to be much larger than the other theoretically calculated widths and the experimentally observed width. 'Fits to recent data [7] . Fits to early data [6] . [16] (q+e) [6] . Crosses represent more-recent data [7] . (a) The solid line is the branching ratio prediction of Sadeghpour, Greene, and Cavagnero [16] . The arrow points to the approximate central energy position of the shape resonance. [15] , are joined by a solid line to guide the eye. tion was better in the earlier work because more data were taken in that year. We also note that the parameters found from fits to the early data show some dependence on the high-energy cutoff value of the fit, while the more recent data do not.
Part of the difficulty in fitting to these functions may be that the low-energy shoulder of the SR lies on the threshold for production of H(2). We therefore tried fitting to a cross-section formula that is a product of the Wigner threshold law and the usual Breit-Wigner resonance formula, as suggested by Peterson [22] . We find that neither the partial nor the total SR cross section is a good fit to this function (y /v~10). A variation of width with energy, or the n =2 Feshbach resonance lying very near threshold, may explain the poor correspondence of our data with this formulation.
There is an obvious discrepancy between the total widths measured in different years. While stray fields in the laboratory could cause a slight narrowing of the SR (Comtet et laser intensity has never been done. We speculate that the intensity may affect the lifetime, which is so short that the resonance decays before leaving the laser field. Multiphoton processes may also be involved. We hope to investigate these ideas in a future experiment.
VI. THE BRANCHING RATIO
The branching ratio we report here, cr(2)/cr(total), is that fraction of the total SR decaying to H(N=2). We have computed this ratio for 45 photon energies, ranging from 10.95 to 11. 30 eV, by binning the data into bins 7 meV wide and dividing by bin. Our data normalized to Ref. [15] give branching ratios only slightly different from those normalized to Ref. [16] . Both 
